Codex Corporation, a division of Motorola's Information System's Group, has been at the gateway of America's networking and communications technologies for over two decades.

And as the need for fast, efficient, reliable transfer of information becomes increasingly critical, more and more companies worldwide are turning to Codex today for both proven and innovative solutions.

From LAN's, network processors, resource sharing and integrated network management and control systems, Codex has the technologies and opportunities for engineers and software development professionals to transform their energy and expertise into outstanding products...and careers.

Codex will also put you at the Gateway to America's Technology Highway. Our suburban Boston facilities are located only minutes from Route 128, America's most exciting technological center. And convenient to the area's famous educational, cultural and 4-seasons recreational resources.

Make Codex your gateway to a better career. Please direct your resume and a letter outlining your career interests to Paul Johnson, CODEX CORPORATION, Dept. 224-784, P.O. Box 507, Canton, MA 02021.